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Higher metal prices adding further potential 
Arctic Minerals’ cash flow and costs in the first half of 2021 corresponded to 
40-50 percent of our full year forecast. The prices of the company´s main 
metals—gold and copper- have risen 3.6 and 11.9 percent respectively since 
our Initial Coverage Report on 10 March 2021. We adjust our target price for 
the Arctic Minerals share to SEK 1.06 in our Base case (previously SEK 1.11). 
This mainly reflect a potential share dilution effect in a new issue in 2022.  
 

A local Nordic mining company focusing on the early stages 
Arctic Minerals is a local Nordic mining company exploring early-stage deposits in Fin-
land and Norway. Typically, resource drilling is necessary before a project can be val-
ued and sold. The strategy is to divest all or part of these deposits to larger mining 
companies following the first phases of exploration. The returns for exploration activi-
ties are often highest in the early stages. 

 

Burn-rate just under half of our full-year forecasts 
Arctic Minerals reported an EBIT of minus SEK 6.3 million for H1 2021. This repre-
sents 40 percent of the full-year 2021 guidance we provided in our March 10 Initial 
Coverage-report of Arctic Minerals. At the same time, cash flow for H1 2021 was 
around 50 percent of our full-year forecast, minus SEK 13.1 million compared to minus 
SEK 27.1 million. 
 
The company had a cash position of SEK 26 million as of 30 June 2021, which was 
roughly in line with our assumptions prior to the Q2 report on 27 August.  

 

4-5% lower target price in Base case, due to share price dilution  
It is a challenge to value early mineral exploration companies that do not possess any 
quantified mineral resources. We use a combination of methods, depending on the as-
set, to calculate a fair value of SEK 1.06 per share. This could be compared to SEK 
1.11 per share in our Initial Coverage report on 10 March 2021. The difference is 
mainly due to us this time assuming that new issues could be done at a share price of 
SEK 0.75 in FY 2022 instead of earlier anticipated SEK 1.25 per new issued share. At 
the same time, the USD has strengthened slightly against the SEK since 10 March, 
pulling up the value of the company's mining deposits somewhat in SEK terms. 
Our Bear case arrives at SEK 0.41 per share (previously SEK 0.46 per share) while our 
Bull case land at SEK 1.92 (previously SEK 1.99 per share).  
 
There is an exploration sector risk related to the volatility of mineral prices. Currently 
though, metal prices have (save silver and palladium) increased since 10 March, mak-
ing discoveries relatively more attractive for the company. 

 
Sum of the parts valuation (SEKm, million shares) 
 

Asset Value Shares Description 

Bidjovagge 58,7  Norwegian ex-mine 

Peräpohja 63,8  Joint Venture Rio Tinto 

Kiminki 19,4  Expl. battery minerals 

Nutukka 12,0  Expl. gold 

Paasivaara & Other 2,8   Expl. PGE 

Sum project values 156,7   
Overhead -13,3  SEKm 5 per year, 2021-2023 

Cash as of 30 June 2021 26,0    
Company value 169,4   

No. of shares outstanding  143,9   

Value per share (SEK)  1,18  
Assumed capital raise in 2022 (PV) 20,9   
No. of shares 2023   179.6   

Company value 190,3   

Fully diluted value per share (SEK)  1.06  
       
Source: Carlsquare estimates 
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Follow-up and comments on Q2 2021
Arctic Minerals reported a loss for H1 2021 equivalent to about 40 percent of our full-year forecast. The 
company´s negative cash flow for the period from 1 January to 30 June 2021 amounted to about 50 
percent of our full-year estimate.  Hence, the company is maintaining roughly the pace of investment 
that we assumed in our Initial Coverage report of Arctic Minerals from 10 March 2021. We adjust our 
FY forecasts for 2021-2023 considering the cost development in H1 2021. 
 

Investments at expected pace while filing new applications 
Arctic Minerals reported an EBIT of minus SEK 6.3 million for the first half of 2021. This 
could be compared with our FY 2021 forecast of an EBIT of minus SEK 15.8 million. Cash 
Flow of SEK minus 13.1 million in H1 2021 equals almost half of our forecast for FY 2021 
(minus SEK 27.1 million).  
 
So, the company seems to be investing at about the pace we anticipated in our Initial Cov-
erage from 10 March 2021. Given the current cash flow, the company´s cash position of 
SEK 26 million as of 30 June 2021 should be sufficient for about a year before a new capi-
tal injection may be necessary. Cash flow from financing activities amounted to SEK 38.9 
for the first half of 2021, of which SEKm 30.7 consisted of the new issues of shares car-
ried out in January 2021. 
 
The company has applied for new exploration permits for virtually all its deposits in Fin-
land and Norway. This is backed up by indications of varying strength of deposits of vari-
ous metals. At the old Badjovagge site in Norway that includes an ambition to find a fi-
nancing partner for further exploration of the area.  
 
Since 10 March 2021 when Carlsquare initiated coverage of Arctic Minerals, prices for the 
company's main exploration metals have on average risen, except for Silver and Palladium. 
The percentage changes are illustrated in the graph below, where gold, copper and silver 
are the three most important. Higher metal prices increase the potential value of the de-
posits that the company are exploring, either alone or via joint ventures. 
 
Price changes since 10 March 2021 in some of Arctic Minerals’ key exploration metals 
 

 
 
 

Source: Refinitiv Eikon.  
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News for the period 1 April-27 August 2021 
A summary of the main events for the company during Q2 2021 and 1 July-27 August 
2021 is found below: 
 
▪ Deep diamond drilling has been carried out on three places at the Peräpohja site in 

northern Finland. This is a copper project operated as a joint venture with Rio Tinto, a 
British-Australian multinational company. Rio Tinto owns 50 percent of the project af-
ter having spent USD 4 million on exploration. Rio Tinto also has an option to increase 
its ownership to 75 percent for Investing an additional USD 5 million in the exploration 
of Peräpohja. 

 

▪ Gold-bearing cluster have been detected at the Nutukka site some 100 kilometres 
northeast of Kittilä in Finnish Lapland. The clusters are likely to be of local origin. If an 
exploration permit is obtained from the Tukes authority in Finland, the aim is to carry 
out deeper sampling of Base-of-Till and Top-of-Bedrock. Further exploration work may 
also include trenching and taking 400 further soil samples.  

 

▪ The company has applied for exploration permits for its battery metal project at the 
Martimo Area in Kiminki, covering 45 square kilometres. If an exploration permit is ob-
tained from the Authority, the company will execute a Base-of-Till drilling which is done 
to investigate conditions for a more thorough exploration at a later stage.  

 

▪ On 26 August Arctic Minerals announced that they had applied for a prolongation of 
their current extraction permits in Badjovagge at the DMF authority in Norway. The 
company has been granted six new exploration permits for the Norwegian authorities 
for mineral rights. There are indications that there may be gold deposits north of the 
existing area. 

 
▪ Arctic Minerals has applied for reservation at two new sites. One of them is the Lohi 

reservation in Kittilä and Kolari municipalities in Finnish Lapland, where nickel, copper 
and platinum group elements are likely to be found. The second one is two new reser-
vations in Inari municipality in Finnish Lapland, where the target metal is nickel.  
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Investment case 
Arctic Minerals is a mineral exploration company with three main projects in Finland: Peräpohja, 
Kiminki and Nutukka. It also has a more advanced exploration project in Norway, Bidjovagge. Artic Min-
erals is well financed following a share issue in January 2021. Furthermore, the company has an experi-
enced management with a strong track-record.  
 

A local Nordic mining company focusing on the early stages 
Arctic Minerals is a local Nordic mining company exploring early-stage deposits in Finland 
and Norway. Typically, resource drilling is necessary before a project can be valued and 
sold. The strategy is to divest all or part of these deposits to larger mining companies fol-
lowing the first phases of exploration. The returns for exploration activities are often high-
est in the early stages.  

 
The company has a joint venture agreement with Rio Tinto for the development of 
Peräpohja for up to five years. If a mineralization is found, resource drilling could conceiva-
bly commence in the second half of 2022. The first results from the drilling program 
should be available in 2023. At this stage, Arctic Minerals would own 49 percent of the 
project. Selling those shares would be one alternative. Another would be that Rio Tinto 
continues exploring and drilling for another two years, until 2025. At that time Arctic Miner-
als’ share of the project would be 25 percent. The price tag of the project should be much 
higher in this case since it would be more developed. An exit from Kiminki or Nutukka 
probably lies one year further in the future, from 2024 and onwards. These projects are 
100 percent owned by Arctic Minerals. 
 
Timeline 
 

Asset 2021 H1 2021 H2 2022 H1 2022 H2 

Peräpohja High res airborne geophysics Selected diamond drilling Selected diamond drilling Resource drilling 

  BOT sampling    
      

Kiminki Receive exploration permit Selected diamond drilling  Resource drilling 

  Ground geophysics, IP    

  BOT sampling    
      
Nutukka On-site field work BOT sampling Selected diamond drilling  
  Trenches    
  Magnetic survey    

        
Source: Company information and Carlsquare 

 
The company is financed for about one year ahead, after which another capital raise will 
be necessary. It would also be possible to further develop the projects. The more a project 
is developed, the higher the price tag becomes in an exit.  
 

Value drivers 
Experienced management team 
An investment in Arctic Minerals is an investment in the individuals who manage the com-
pany and their knowledge of the industry as well as their connections. The company is run 
by CEO Jonatan Forsberg who has a long experience in the finance industry, which is im-
portant for the funding of the company.  
 
Risto Pietilä who is exploration manager, is an important key person with more than 30 
years’ experience of mineral exploration. He was involved in several discoveries whilst 
working for Outokumpu Mining Oy. Since 2014 he has held senior positions with the Geo-
logical Survey of Finland (GTK). He has an extensive knowledge of their geological data-
base and the previous Outokumpu database. Based on this, he can choose the areas with 
the best prospects for mineral exploration.  
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Peter Wulff has more than 25 years of experience of mineral exploration in Scandinavia 
and Greenland. He directed the field seasons at Peräpohja (2017-2019) which led to such 
promising results that Rio Tinto signed a joint venture agreement with Arctic Minerals.  
 

A management with a proven track record 
Peter Walker and Krister Söderholm have extensive industry knowledge and international 
experience from business development. Industry connections are important for making 
deals, where the joint venture agreement with Rio Tinto is a good example. Rio Tinto is the 
third largest mining company in the world.  

 
Kevitsa is a copper-nickel mine owned by Boliden. It opened in 2012 and is the largest 
mine in Finland. Exploration began in 2000 when an exploration permit was acquired by 
Scandinavian Minerals Ltd, a company led by Walker, Söderholm and John Pedersen who 
until recently was involved in Arctic Minerals (now retired). The company was listed and 
raised money on the Toronto stock exchange in 2004 and developed the project further 
until it was acquired by First Quantum Minerals Ltd in 2008. The price was 282 million 
CAD. Early shareholders in Scandinavian Minerals made 17 times their initial investment.  
  

An increasing demand for raw materials 
There has been speculation in the financial media about an upcoming super cycle in the 
commodities market. Europe and the US will need metals for their planned electrification 
of transportation and industries. China has a craving for raw materials as its economy 
expands. Low metal prices during the last decade has led to limited investments in explo-
ration and production capacity. Most large concentrations of raw materials have already 
been found and exploited. Marginal costs will drive up prices for supply to equal demand. 
We believe that raw materials will be a profitable sector in the next decade. Mining compa-
nies will need to find new assets as their resources are depleted. Thus, mineral exploration 
companies with promising assets will be in an advantageous position. 
 

Finland – an underexplored region 
Several geological areas of Finland have similarities with internationally famous areas 
where large mines have been developed. By comparison, very little ore has been extracted 
in Finland. Experts believe that there are several important mineralizations in Finland that 
have not been discovered. There are around 20 junior mining companies that are active in 
Finland, which is not a large amount in relation to the potential discoveries.  
 

Several potential positive outcomes at Peräpohja 
Rio Tinto is looking for at least a tier 2 asset at Peräpohja. Such assets can change hands 
at prices of more than USD 100m. We estimate that Arctic Minerals could receive more 
than USD 25m from a sale of its 25 percent share. 
 

Bidjovagge 
Bidjovagge is a formerly producing Norwegian gold-copper mine. It has an indicated min-
eral resource of 2 million tonnes with 1.60 g/t gold and 1.15 percent copper as well in-
ferred grades. There is good exploration potential around the mine. However, the local 
municipality has closed the development of any mine by changing the zoning plan. The 
present high gold and copper prices mean that a mine would be very profitable with an 
estimated IRR of around 50 percent. The NPV for a company with access to favourable 
financing (at a cost of capital of 7 percent) is over 100 million Euros. If the zoning plan 
were reset by the municipality, Bidjovagge could be sold or further developed.  
 

Exploration projects as options with a large potential 
The projects at Peräpohja, Nutukka and Kiminki might be seen as financial options. If min-
eralizations are found, the project values might increase drastically. If nothing is found, the 
value will be zero. However, given the current market valuation of Arctic Minerals, we see a 
good potential and risk-reward from an investor perspective.  
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Fair share value 1.06 SEK in the Base scenario 
We have calculated the value through a sum-of-the-parts valuation method in which each 
asset is valued separately. General operational costs for three years are subtracted. The 
company’s cash position as of 30 June 2021 has been added. Changes in our valuation of 
the company's assets are marginal compared to the one we made on 10 March. 
 

Asset Value Shares Description 

Bidjovagge 58,7  Norwegian ex-mine 

Peräpohja 63,8  Joint Venture Rio Tinto 

Kiminki 19,4  Expl. battery minerals 

Nutukka 12,0  Expl. gold 

Paasivaara & Other 2,8   Expl. PGE 

Sum project values 156,7   
Overhead -13,3  SEKm 5 per year, 2021-2023 

Cash as of 30 June 2021 26,0    
Company value 169,4   

No. of shares outstanding  143,9   

Value per share (SEK)  1,18  
Assumed capital raise in 2022 (PV) 20,9   
No. of shares 2023   179.6   

Company value 190.3   

Fully diluted value per share (SEK)  1.06  
       
 
In our fundamental analysis on 10 March 2021, we assumed a new issue price of SEK 1.25 
per share in 2022. We have lowered this estimated issue price to 0.75 kronor per share. At 
the same time the USD has strengthen from 8.43 to 8.63 against the SEK, thereby increas-
ing the value of the company’s mining deposits somewhat in SEK terms. This gives us a 
justified target price of SEK 1.06 per share, compared to previously SEK 1.11 per share.  
 

Bull Scenario  
In the bull scenario we assume a sale of Bidjovagge to a larger company. We assume that 
they use the NPV method with a discount rate of 22 percent, out of which 10 percent is a 
general project rate and 12 percent is a specific risk premium. This leads to a project value 
of SEK 347m. We assume that a discount of 60 percent on the sales price. Thus, the as-
sets are sold for SEK 139m, which is the value we assign to Bidjovagge. 
 
Furthermore, we assume that a large mineralization is found at Peräpohja, leading to the 
classification of it as a tier 2 asset. We anticipate that it is sold in four years’ time for USD 
100m. The NPV attributable to Arctic Minerals in this case becomes SEK 137m.   
 

Asset Value Shares Description 

Bidjovagge 139,2  Norwegian ex-mine 

Peräpohja 137,5  Joint Venture Rio Tinto 

Kiminki 19,4  Expl. battery minerals 

Nutukka 12,0  Expl. gold 

Paasivaara & Other 2,8   Expl. PGE 

Sum project values 311,0   
Overhead -13,3  SEKm 5 per year, 2021-2023 

Cash as of 30 June 2021 26,0    
Company value 323,7   

No. of shares outstanding  143,9   

Value per share (SEK)  2,25  
Assumed capital raise in 2022 (PV) 20,9   
No. of shares 2023   179.6   

Company value 344,6   

Fully diluted value per share (SEK)  1,92  

 
Using the same sum-of-the-parts valuation as in the Base Scenario, the Bull Scenario yields 
a fully diluted value per share of SEK 1.92, compared to previously SEK 1.99 per share. The 
difference is mainly explained by an estimated dilution effect when using a lower share 
price for new issued stocks in 2022.  
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Bear Scenario 
In the bear scenario, we assume that Bidjovagge is written off as an asset, that is we value 
it at zero, and that Rio Tinto withdraws from the joint venture. We thus value Peräpojha at 
its assumed NAV of SEK 6m.  
 

Asset Value Shares Description 

Bidjovagge 0,0  Norwegian ex-mine 

Peräpohja 6,0  Joint Venture Rio Tinto 

Kiminki 19,4  Expl. battery minerals 

Nutukka 12,0  Expl. gold 

Paasivaara & Other 2,8   Expl. PGE 

Sum project values 40,2   
Overhead -13,3  SEKm 5 per year, 2021-2023 

Cash as of 30 June 2021 26,0    
Company value 52,9   

No. of shares outstanding  143,9   

Value per share (SEK)  0,37  
Assumed capital raise in 2022 (PV) 20,9   
No. of shares 2023   179.6   

Company value 73.8   

Fully diluted value per share (SEK)  0.41  

 
Using the same sum-of-the-parts valuation method as earlier described, the Bear Scenario 
yields a fully diluted value per share of SEK 0.41, compared to previously SEK 0.46 per 
share. 
 

Operating costs 
The company has had limited costs historically, as can be seen in the graph to the left be-
low. Investments into exploration only really took off in 2020 (though almost SEK 8m was 
due to an impairment of the exploration asset at Vihanti in Finland).  
 
Historical operating costs 2017-2020  Estimated operating costs 2021-2023 
 

 

  

 

Source: Carlsquare estimates  Source: Carlsquare estimates 

 
Field seasons are planned by the company for 2021-2022.  
 

Discount rate 
The required rate of return on equity is calculated using the CAPM model. In the model, we 
have assumed a risk-free interest rate of 0.21 percent and a beta value of 1.2. The market 
risk premium is assumed to be 6.7 percent in line with PwC's "Risk premium in the Swe-
dish equity market" from April 2021. To the market risk premium, we have added a small 
company premium of 4.2 percent. This results in a Weighted Average annual cost of capi-
tal of 13.2 percent, which we have used to discount assumed sales transactions values of 
the Group’s assets such as Peräpohja and Bidjovagge. 
 

Overhead costs 
We assume sales, general and administrative costs of SEK 5m per year for three years. 
This is since we value Arctic Minerals as temporary business with a lifetime equal to the 
time span of its projects, after which an exit might be possible. The exploration program is 
only financed for the years 2021-2022. We estimate than an exist is possible in 2023 and 
thus we calculate a net present value of overhead costs for the period 2021-2023. 
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Risks and challenges 
Mineral exploration 
As a rule of thumb, only one in around one hundred exploration targets develops into a 
mine. Roughly one in ten exploration targets becomes a development target.  
 
Arctic Minerals is mainly looking for development targets to sell, or to find joint ventures 
for advanced exploration targets, as happened with Peräpohja. Including Peräpohja, Arctic 
Minerals has five exploration targets in Finland (three major and two minor). According to 
the rule of thumb, it would be around a 50 percent chance that one of these leads to a de-
velopment target. Considering the expertise of the management, however, and the fact 
that Finland most likely harbours many important potential discoveries beneath the 
ground, we believe that this probability is significantly higher.  
 

Metal price volatility 
A major risk in the commodities sector is price volatility. The price volatility of metals, both 
noble and base ones, is considerable. The change in mineral prices make mineral discov-
eries attractive for a buyer. Now, high metal prices and an expected increase in demand 
make discoveries attractive. However, a global economic downturn might dampen the 
demand for metals which would make exploration assets less valuable. 
 

Funding risk 
Mineral exploration requests funding for several years before an exit is possible. Advanced 
exploration, for example BOT drilling and geophysical research, must be performed to find 
a drilling target and perform exploratory drilling. All of this should cost around SEK 10m-
20m per target. In the next step, to establish a development target, substantial invest-
ments into drilling must be made. The cost of a drilling program would typically be about 
SEK 20-30m. To develop its targets as far as possible to maximize the return on invest-
ment, Arctic Minerals will need additional funding. Thus far we believe that the company 
on overall has created value for its shareholders through its exploration programs, as is 
evidenced from the Rio Tinto joint venture, although one project, Vihanti, has also led to 
sunk costs. Investor interest in participating in future issues should be relatively good.  
 

Political risks 
The municipality of Kautokeino in Norway recently changed the zoning plan where Bid-
jovagge is located. Therefore, further development of the asset is not possible. The deci-
sion made by the municipality has to be reversed and the zoning defined as ‘buildings and 
installations’ with the sub-objective ‘raw material extraction’. This could take years. 
 

Dependence on individuals 
An investment in Arctic Minerals is an investment in the individuals who manage the com-
pany and their knowledge of the industry including their connections. Peter Walker and 
Krister Söderholm have extensive industry knowledge and a proven track record. They are 
needed to make deals. Risto Pietilä and Peter Wulff have a long experience in geology and 
mineral exploration and a detailed knowledge of Finnish geology. These persons are 
needed to find the mineral bearing ores. None of them can easily be replaced. 
 

Uncertainty of permits 
In Finland it is possible to make exploration reservations for two years. Any areas where 
ore is found need to be converted into an exploration permit, which is a legal title that can 
be transferred. There is a risk in this process. An exploration permit needs to be converted 
into an extraction permit before the construction of a mine can be initiated. There is fur-
ther risk that this might not be allowed, for example due to environmental constraints. 
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Accounts and key figures 
 
Income statement (SEKm) 
 

 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 

Net sales 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,3 0,3 0,3 

Other operating income 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Total operating income 0,0 0,0 0,1 0,3 0,3 0,3 

Capitalized development work 2,3 2,2 4,3 3,6 4,9 3,8 

Other external charges -4,8 -8,4 -17,6 -19,2 -24,4 -20,3 

Personnel costs 0,0 -0,4 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Depreciation & Amortization 0,0 0,0 -7,9 0,0 0,0 0,0 

EBIT -2,5 -6,5 -21,1 -15,4 -19,2 -16,2 

Adj. EBIT -4,8 -8,8 -25,4 -19,0 -24,1 -20,0 

EBITDA -2,5 -6,5 -13,1 -15,4 -19,2 -16,2 

Adj. EBITDA -4,8 -8,8 -17,5 -19,0 -24,1 -20,0 

Result from financial items -0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

EBT -2,7 -6,6 -21,0 -15,4 -19,2 -16,2 

Adj. EBT -5,0 -8,8 -25,4 -19,0 -24,1 -20,0 

Taxes 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Profit or loss for the period -2,7 -6,6 -21,0 -15,4 -19,2 -16,2 

Adj. profit or loss for the period -5,0 -8,8 -25,4 -19,0 -24,1 -20,0 

  
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
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Balance sheet (SEKm) 
 

 2 018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 

Fixed assets       

Capitalized prospecting costs 53,2 55,9 52,3 56,0 60,9 64,7 

Total Fixed Assets 53,2 55,9 52,3 56,1 61,2 65,1 

Current Assets       

Accounts receivable 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Other short-term receivables 0,1 0,1 2,8 1,3 1,34 1,34 

Prepayments and accrued income 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Total current assets 0,1 0,1 2,8 1,3 1,3 1,3 

Cash and cash equivalents 6,7 12,1 2,2 13,6 13,8 18,6 

Total Assets 60,0 68,1 57,4 71,1 76,3 85,1 

EQUITY       

Share capital 39,7 54,7 54,7 94,3 119,3 144,3 

Other contributed capital 76,0 74,6 74,6 71,7 69,7 67,7 

Other equity -56,7 -63,3 -84,3 -99,7 -119,0 -135,2 

Total equity 59,0 66,1 45,0 66,2 70,0 76,8 

Long-term liabilities       

Long-term liabilities to credit  
institutions 

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Other liabilities 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Total long-term liabilities 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Short-term liabilities       

Accounts payable 0,4 0,8 11,7 3,7 4,2 4,7 

Current tax liabilities 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Other short-term liabilities 0,0 0,0 0,7 1,2 2,2 3,7 

Accruals and deferred income 0,7 1,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Total short-term liabilities 1,1 2,0 12,3 4,8 6,3 8,3 

Total liabilities 1,1 2,0 12,3 4,8 6,3 8,3 

       

TOTAL LIABILITIES & EQUITY 60,0 68,1 57,4 71,1 76,3 85,1 

           
 

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
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Cash Flow (SEKm) 
 

 2018 2019 2020 2021E 2022E 2023E 

Cash flows from operating activities       

Operating result -2,5 -6,5 0,0 -15,4 -19,2 -16,2 

Adjustments:       

Depreciation 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Amortisation & non-cash flow items 0,0 0,0 0,0 -3,6 -4,9 -3,8 

Interest paid -0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Interest received 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Income tax expense 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Change in working capital       

Change in inventories and work in 
progress 

0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Change in receivables  0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Change in deferred income & prepay-
ments 

0,0 0,0 0,0 1,5 0,0 0,0 

Change in payables 0,3 0,4 0,0 -8,0 0,5 0,5 

Change in current liabilities -0,9 0,5 0,0 0,5 1,0 1,5 

Net cash from operating activities -3,4 -5,6 -5,5 -25,0 -22,6 -18,0 

Cash flows from investment activi-
ties 

      

Investments in intangible fixed as-
sets 

-2,3 -2,7 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Investments in tangible fixed assets 0,0 0,0 0,0 -0,2 -0,2 -0,2 

Investment in financial fixed assets 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Net cash from investment activities -2,3 -2,7 -4,4 -0,2 -0,2 -0,2 

Cash flows from financing activities       

New share issue 15,0 15,0 0,0 39,5 25,0 25,0 

Cost of new share issue -1,2 -1,3 0,0 -2,9 -2,0 -2,0 

New borrowing 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Repayment of borrowing -2,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

Net cash from financing activities 11,8 13,7 0,0 36,6 23,0 23,0 

       

Net cash flow 6,1 5,4 -9,9 11,4 0,2 4,8 

Opening cash and cash equivalents 0,6 6,7 12,1 2,2 13,6 13,8 

Closing cash and cash equivalents 6,7 12,1 2,2 13,6 13,8 18,6 

  

Source: Company information and Carlsquare estimates 
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Disclaimer 
Carlsquare AB, www.carlsquare.se, hereinafter referred to as Carlsquare, conducts business with regard to Corporate Finance 
and Equity Research in which areas it, among other things, publishes information about companies including analyzes. The 
information has been compiled from sources that Carlsquare considers to be reliable. However, Carlsquare cannot guarantee 
the accuracy of the information. Nothing written in the analysis should be regarded as a recommendation or invitation to in-
vest in any financial instrument, option or the like. Opinions and conclusions expressed in the analysis are intended only for 
the recipient. 
 
The content may not be copied, reproduced or distributed to another person without the written approval of Carlsquare. 
Carlsquare shall not be held responsible for any direct or indirect damage caused by decisions made on the basis of infor-
mation contained in this analysis. Investments in financial instruments provide opportunities for value increases and profits. 
All such investments are also subject to risks. Risks vary between different types of financial instruments and combinations of 
these. Historical returns should not be considered as an indication of future returns. 
 
The analysis is not directed to U.S. persons (as defined in Regulation S of the United States Securities Act and interpreted in 
the United States Investment Company Act 1940) nor may it be disseminated to such persons. The analysis is also not di-
rected to such natural and legal persons where the distribution of the analysis to such persons would result in or entail a risk 
of a violation of Swedish or foreign law or constitution. 
 
The analysis is a so-called Commissioned Research Report where the analyzed Company has signed an agreement with 
Carlsquare for analysis coverage. The analyzes are published on an ongoing basis during the contract period and for a usual 
fixed remuneration. 
 
Carlsquare may or may not have a financial interest in the subject of this analysis. Carlsquare values the assurance of objec-
tivity and independence and has established procedures for managing conflicts of interest for this purpose. 
 
The analysts Bertil Nilsson and Jonatan Andersson do not own and is not allowed to own shares in the company analyzed.  
 


